Pi at the Writing Centre or load up with the latest books – for class clothing. Have a chef prepare your lunch, unleash your own Life of Show the world your black and gold with your new Warriors preparation for graduate and professional school and more. Students each term. Career advisors also help students, alumni
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TRADITIONAL TERRITORY

The University of Waterloo acknowledges that much of our work takes place on the traditional territory of the Neutral, Anishinaabeg and Haudenosaunee peoples. Our main campus is situated on the Haldimand Tract, the land granted to the Six Nations that includes six miles on each side of the Grand River. Our active work toward reconciliation takes place across our campuses through research, learning, teaching, and community building, and is co-ordinated within our Office of Indigenous Relations.

SOUTH CAMPUS HALL (SCH)

South Campus Hall (SCH) is the heart of campus, Dana Porter, our largest library, is one of the best places for help with your research and offers lots of quiet study space. Grab a snack in the coffee shop and then head off to the subject librarians, study rooms, a rare book collection and more.

DAN A PORTER LIBRARY (LUB)

Your third home than books in the campus library. Located at the heart of campus, Dana Porter, our largest library, is one of the best places for help with your research and offers lots of quiet study space. Grab a snack in the coffee shop and then head off to the subject librarians, study rooms, a rare book collection and more.

CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (EI T)

So underground is a replicating tunnel. Search for dinosaurs or gain a new perspective on the Grand Lake. Nearby on campus, anatomy and language labs, is a student design centre, a live art studio and more – new! Students get valuable hands on experience.
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Mike & Opelia Lazaridis Quantum-Nano Centre (QNC)

More at: www.ulugg.ca /welcome-to-QNC

The Million-dollar investment in science of the incredible, atomic scale, electrons, photons and other inhabitants of the nano-scale world. The research here will transform technology, leading quantum computers, quantum devices and nanoscience into a quantum world.

STUDENT LIFE CENTRE (SLC)

Open 24/7. There's always something going on here. Stop by to hang out with friends, grab a meal, purchase bus tickets, or get involved with the Waterloo Student Association (WUSA) or its 200+ clubs.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES COMPLEX (PAC)

Waterloo isn't about just exercising your brain! Grab your water bottle and join us for classes, swing a racquet or play an intramural sport in one of Canada's largest recreational programs. From even more action, visit Columbia Icefield (CIF) for more gyms, a fitness centre, turf and grass fields, an arena and the new Tim Hortons for local sports.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGES

There's something for everyone at Waterloo University. Each of the distinct colleges nurture a unique culture (e.g., St. Jerome’s, Renison, United and Conrad) with specialized communities focusing on upper-year and graduate students, future entrepreneurs and students with disabilities.

ENVIRONMENT 3 (EV3)

The University of Waterloo Campus is a green campus to enjoy our green roof: bigger cart of Environment 3 is accessible to natural light, reducing the need for artificial lighting. As one of Canada’s foremost environmental leaders, EV3 is LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) platinum certified and a living example of Waterloo’s commitment to the environment.